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Melbourne’s Swinburne University has chosen to install 

300m2 of prestige synthetic grass in it’s main recreation 

area. The area is used extensively by the students during 

there rest and relaxation periods. The worn natural grass 

was always a problem area.

By installing Prestige Synthetic Grass the University has 

given the students a beautiful water and maintenance free 

area in which to relax between study times.

The Shire of Waikarie in South Australia Riverland 
District has installed around 500m2 of Prestige Synthetic 

Grass on the towns traffi  c islands. These areas now require 

no water and no maintenance which is great news for an 

area with serious water shortages. The grass was installed 

by STP’s new agent for the area Mr Chris MacDonald a long 

time resident of the area.

Synthetic Turf goes Troppo. Synthetic Turf products has 

appointed a new agent in Darwin. A new display will be 

complete by the end of August for the locals to check-out 

the latest in synthetic grass products. Prestige Synthetic Turf 

sheds and drains water off  at a far greater volume than 

natural grass so it will be an added bonus during Darwin’s 

wet season.

The water and maintenance free turf will also be of great 

benefi t during the long dry season. Call 1300 558 089 

for details.

Sydney has a new agent in the northern beaches area of 

Dee Why, call 1300 558 089 for more details.

The Shire of Dandaragan has chosen Prestige Synthetic 

Grass to be installed on the new traffi  c islands in the 

town of Cervantes. The installation is due to go ahead in 

early September and will relieve the Council of water and 

maintenance issues that these types of areas are prone to.

Synthetic Turf Products. STP appoints more WA Agents in 

the areas of Bunbury and Mandurah to service the demand 

for top quality synthetic grass. 

One for the road drive through coff ee outlets has 

chosen Prestige Synthetic Grass to install at it’s sites around 

town. These types of small areas are always a problem 

due to large amounts of traffi  c and high maintenance 

issues. Synthetic Turf Products solved these issues with the 

installation of 50m2 of Prestige Synthetic Grass.

Synthetic Golf Hits Western Australia. The fi rst golf 

course in Western Australia to covert to synthetic golf 

greens has been installed by Synthetic Turf Products at 

Preston Beach Golf Club, a 9 hole course located south 

of Perth.

Prestige Grass at the Expo. Synthetic Turf Products is one 

of the more interesting exhibitors at the 2007 RACV Home 

and Garden Expo.

Everyone across Australia is 
hooked on Synthetic Turf.

The Australian owned business launches an exclusive 

synthetic lawn grass manufactured in Melbourne and 

developed specifi cally for the residential market at 

the Expo.

STP has worked closely with Advanced Polymer Technology 

Australasia – the biggest manufacturer of synthetic turf 

in Australia.

Leading Australian home builder Residential Attitudes 
use Synthetic Turf Products ‘Prestige’ synthetic grass 
in their new Burns Beach display home. Brook Leber 

from Residential Attitudes stated ‘With the increasing 

demands for water conservation, we believe that synthetic 

turf is the way of the future.’

Quality synthetic grass also provides a beautiful lawn all 

year round without the maintenance, use of pesticides 

and fertilisers.

City of Swan use Prestige Synthetic Grass at Rosher 
Park, a play area for children. Landscape architect for 

the City of Swan, Wendy Seymour said ‘There is no water 

available on the site to establish lawn and we wanted to 

be able to provide lawn for sitting and to help create a 

pleasant landscape setting for the play area.’

Leading Australian Company’s including Palazzo 
Homes and Austral Brick choose Prestige Synthetic 
Grass on their new projects. Luxury home builder Palazzo 

Homes use ‘Prestige’ synthetic grass at their commercial 

offi  ces.

Designer’s Gavin Lim, wanted to create an appealing 

and pleasant outlook to their offi  ces without the 

ongoing maintenance of natural grass with the bonus of 

conserving water.

Prestige Synthetic Grass was used by national brick and 

paving manufacturer Austral Brick for Malaga and new 

Bunbury displays.

For these displays synthetic grass was the answer for 

creating a natural and realistic way of showing off  their 

range of pavers.

Without the need to mow natural grass the chance of 

damaging pavers and headers was removed.

Greening the Desert areas of Australia

In the Goldfi elds of Western Australia, both the city of 

Kalgoorlie – Boulder and the Shire of Laverton have used 

Synthetic Turf Products to install synthetic grass in a variety 

of applications.

Ranging from children’s playgrounds to medium strips and 

roundabouts, synthetic turf has provided a welcome relief 

in a climate where water is scarce. 

Contact details:

Monday to Friday: 

8.00am - 5.30pm

Saturday: 

8.00am - 1.00pm

Phone: 1300 558 089

E: info@syntheticturf.com.au 

Your area dealer is:

www.syntheticturf.com.au
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